Travel

Heads Inside, Please!
Unfortunately, it’s not unusual to see a trailer headed down the road with a horse’s head out the open window. This is a highly unsafe practice and literally, an accident waiting to happen. Horses traveling in this manner have been seriously injured and even killed after being struck in the head by debris and other vehicles. The extended mirror on a passing truck going 70 mph can easily break a horse’s neck if contact is made. (Sadly, this has happened.) And no, a fly mask is not adequate protection! It’s fine to open the windows to increase airflow, so long as there are bars or screens in place that keep the horse’s head safely inside the trailer.

How Hot Is Your Trailer’s Interior?
Horses put off a lot of body heat, especially in the confines of an enclosed metal trailer. (Remember this when you want to stop for dinner on the way home from a trail ride during the summer and leave your horses in the trailer.) You can easily check the temperature inside your trailer with a wireless weather indicator sold at hardware and discount stores. Install batteries as indicated and put the sensor in the trailer at about the height of the horse’s back, but out of his reach. Place the main device in your tow vehicle and at a glance you can see how warm it is in the trailer. Open vents and windows (with bars and/or screens) to reduce heat and increase ventilation, which is extremely important for your horse’s respiratory health while traveling. If you have an older trailer, vents can usually be added to offer better airflow.